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Abstract 
Regarding the problems in the reform of the railway tariff system and the pricing of the transport, by means of 
assaying the influence of the price elasticity on the artifice used for price, this article proposed multiple regressive 
model which analyzed price elasticity quantitatively. This model conclude multi-factors which influences on the price 
elasticity, such as the averagely railway freight charge, the averagely freight haulage of proximate supersede 
transportation mode, the GDP per capita in the point of origin, and a series of dummy variable which can reflect the 
features of some productive and consume demesne. It can calculate the price elasticity of different classes in different 
domains, and predict the freight traffic volume on different rate levels. It can calculate confidence-level , and evaluate 
the relevance of each parameter to get rid of irrelevant or little relevant variables. It supplied a good theoretical basis 
for directing the pricing of transport enterprises in market economic conditions, which is suitable for railway freight, 
passenger traffic and other transportation manner as well. SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science) software 
was used to calculate and analysis the example. This article realized the calculation by HYFX system(Ministry of 
Railways fund). 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
In the former prediction of the freight traffic volume and economic evaluation[1-6], we runs into 
difficulty in quantitative analysis, which leads to the use of the method as the freight traffic volume was 
fixture, with no relation to the price (that is the freight traffic volume is bound in the evaluation no matter 
how much the price changes). People tend to doubt the result. This is the main reason that affects the 
reliability of such economic evaluation. In addition, the project of drop the railway freight price is relying 
on drop the piece price privilege down to add traffic volume, then to raise gross income. But the 
calculation of the “added amount” is unscientific. It often comes from the experience and impression. On 
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this ground, it is an important task in the reformation of railway freight price in which levels of the price 
attract the owner of goods, and teach them how to analysis the relation between freight traffic volume and 
the price in quantum. Considering the multi factors xi(i˙1ˈ2ˈ…m) affect volume of freight, this author 
proposes multiple regressive model which analyzes price elasticity quantitatively. The model can calculate 
the price elasticity of different classes in different domains, and predict the freight traffic volume on 
different rate levels. It can also calculate the confidence-level , and evaluate the relevance of each 
parameter to get rid of irrelevant or little relevant variables. It supplies a good theoretical basis for directing 
the prices of transportation enterprises in market economic conditions. 
2. The Price Elasticity and the Price Artifice 
In the market, the main aim of the enterprise is for the max of benefit. About all of the decisions are 
for the aim[1]. How to achieve the max of benefit? To raise the sale income is the main methodology. But 
the income lies on the price of product multi sales. Because the change of the price reverse the sale, 
raising the price or lowering the price does not always raise the sale income. How to establish the price of 
the enterprise’s products? Which strategy should the enterprise make? The text analyzes the problems 
with linearity demand curve. 
The price elastic theory [2]: the price elasticity (ed) of each spot is different on the demand curve. But 
there are only three kinds of complexion for the value of ed
[1] : |ed|>1 (include |ed|=Ğ) , |ed|=1, and |ed|<1
(include |ed|=). As figure1 
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Figure 1. The Price Elasticity 
The relation between price elasticity and sale income is reduced to table 1. 
From table 1, the price policy the enterprise makes lies in the price elasticity (ed). If the product’s 
demands are springiness (|ed|>1), the product’s price can be reduced suitability. Otherwise, if the 
product’s demands are lack of spring (|ed|<1), its price can be raised suitability. When the product’s 
demands are at the state of single elasticity (|ed|=1), the enterprise can change the price basing on the 
market and its throughput. 
TABLE I. Price Elasticity and Sale Income 
elastic demands 
|ed|>1
single elastic demands
|ed|=1
unelastic demands 
|ed|<l
price rises sell income falls sell income has no 
change
sell income rises
price falls sell income rises sell income has no 
chang
sell income falls
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The price of the railway freight transport is one of the most important factors which influence the 
freight volume[3]. If other competitive transport modes and the railway serving level parameters have no 
change, the higher the railway price raises, the less the railway volume is. Otherwise, the lower the price 
falls, the more the volume is. With the reform of railway price goes further, it had become the focus 
establishes agility price in fix quantify adopting market to raise gross income for railway enterprise. The 
price elastic analyses and solutions have become the problems to be urgently settled [4-6], too. 
3. Multiple Linear Regressive Model 
3.1 Multiple Regressive Model 
Suppose that there are n groups observation values (yiˈxi1ˈxi2ˈ…ximˈi˙1ˈ2ˈ…n). n is 
explain the number of variable. B(b1ˈ b2ˈ…ˈ bm)is regression coefficient. The multiple linear 
regressive model can be described as: 
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According to the extremum theory and matrix’s differential coefficient formula, we can obtain[7]:
B=(x˃x)-1(x˃y)                             (2) 
In the formula: x and y are originality data matrix; x˃ is the converse matrix of x.
From (2), regression modulus B(b1ˈb2ˈ…ˈbm) can be figured out. 
Forecast model followed: 
¦
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= b1 xi1ˇb2 xi2ˇ…ˇbm xim            (3)
3.2 Multiple Linear Regressive Model’s Proof-test 
In the multiple regressive analysis, the model’s proof-test should be carried out in order to validate the 
hypothesis and influencing factors. The methods of test are R-test, F -test, and T -test, etc. We can test by 
computer software such as SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science). Next, we will use SPSS to 
calculate and analysis the example. They are not discussed in detail in the article. 
3.3 Multi-Co-1inearity 
In the multiple linear regression analysis, the different problem is multi-Co-linearity. An important 
term in application of least-square regression method is that the independent variables are in incompletely 
linear relation. If some independent variables were in completely linear relation, (x˃x) couldn’t convert. 
Then, the model and least-square regression estimation couldn’t be obtained. Least-square regression 
method widely used was the invalidation. Especially transportation, some variables accretion commonly 
with the development of economy. Some variables are relatively dependent on time. Therefore, the 
relation among the variables leads to multi-Co-linearity. 
The very close relation between two or more variables will bring such aftereffect: 
(1) The precision of estimation of parameters plays down; 
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(2) The system’s estimate is likely to be very sensitive on some swatch observations; 
(3) Some useful variables are eliminated by any possibility; 
(4) Estimate parameters are likely to appear the un-logical symbol. 
Some of the common ways to avoid multi-Co-linearity are: 
(1) Delete a variable from a group of variables that are in high-correlation and multi-Co-linearity. 
For example, delete the variable from a group of independent variables that have the smallest correlation 
coefficient, and rebuild regressive equation. 
(2) Change the defining form of variables. One method is defining new variables instead of the 
variables which are multi-Co-linearity. The other method is uniting the group of multi-Co-linearity 
variables into one variable through weighted average or proportion modulus, etc. 
(3) Collect more data and add the capability of sample. This method also can be helpful in avoiding 
or reducing multi-Co-linearity. 
4. Multiple Linear Regressive Model Used in the Price Elastic Analysis of Railway Freight 
Transportation Market 
4.1 The Relation Between Merchandise Flow and Economic Variable 
(1) Dispart all the railway goods into two kinds as bulk goods and manufacture goods. 
(2) The manufacture goods is compartmentalized as: foodstuff; timber; furnishings and fixations in 
house; pulp; production of paper; pottery, concrete, glass and lithoid material; metal material; metal 
produce; and machine. There are nine kinds altogether. (Of cause, it can be compartmentalized according 
to the class of goods) 
(3) Compartmentalize all nation into n areas. For example, we can dispart the nation according to 
railway administration. 
Analyze the commerce flow of manufacture between different areas. Suppose that there is the 
relation between merchandise flow and economic variable: 
),,
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K DIPPfQ                    (4) 
Here:
OD
KQ  is the gross traffic volume of the goods (K) which is transported by railway from area O to area 
D.
OD
KP  is the average freight charges of the goods (K) which is transported by railway from area O to 
area D. 
OD
KP
~  is the average freight charges of the goods (K) which is transported with the most ideal 
substitional transport mode from area O to area D. 
ID is the GDP per capita at the point of origin.(in the fixed price) 
Dm(m=1ˈ2ˈĂˈM)is  a series of dummy variable . It can reflect the features of some productive 
and consume demesne. 
The independent variables can be adjusted according to practice. 
4.2 Setting up Multiple Regressive Model 
Take the railway transports manufacture goods for example. We can observe the 
goods flow between different areas at more than six time points. Then, begin with the 
regressive analysis, and obtain the regressive equation.
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Į0 is the average traffic volume under the meaning of the sample average. 
Į1 is the self price elastic coefficient of the transport demand of the goods K. 
Į2 is across price elastic coefficient of the close substitute transport mode (such as road, and 
waterway cargo transportation) of the transport demand of the goods K. 
Į3 is the GDP per capita’s elastic coefficient at the point of origin of the transport demand of the 
goods K. 
Įm is the dummy variable’s elastic coefficient of the transport demand of the goods K. 
Of cause, we can combine all the manufacture good into one to calculate, and make an approximative 
estimation. 
Formula (5) is a multiple linearity regression model like formula (1). 
4.3 Counting Method 
(1) Gather data. The data can be obtained through investigation or reference of to the correlated 
materials including: the gross traffic volume of the goods which is transported by railway from area O to 
area D, the average freight charges of the goods which is transported by railway from area O to area D, 
the average freight charges of the goods which is transported by the most approach transport mode from 
area O to area D, the GDP per capita at the point of origin area, and the dummy variables. Notice that if 
some variables lack changes, its coefficient would approximate zero or even it had evidence relativity. 
(2) Using the gathered data to calculateĮ1, Į2, Į3, … Įm, …, and price elasticity of different classes in 
different domains (we can use some math calculate tools such as SPSS or MATLAB), and predict the 
freight traffic volume on different rate levels. Then we can calculate confidence-level. 
For railway or other enterprises’ convenience, HYFX system was programmed. The calculation was 
realized by HYFX system’s child function “price elasticity analysis” module. The input data and calculate 
result is figure 2. 
5. Analysis of Results 
5.1 The relation between railway freight volume and railway price 
According to the results, the relation between railway freight volume and railway price is as figure 2. 
Railway 
freight 
volume
(t·km)
Railway  price    ( cent/(t·km))
Figure 3. The Relation Between Railway Freight Volume and Railway Price 
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Railway 
freight 
volume
(t·km)
Other transport mode’s price   ( cent/(t·km))
Figure 4. The Relation Between Railway Freight Volume and Other Transport Mode’s Price 
5.2 The relation between railway freight volume and other transport mode’s price 
According to the results, the railway freight volume not only lies on the price itself, but also is affected 
by the price changes of other transport modes. With the prices of other transport modes (such as road, and 
waterway cargo transportation) falling, their market share increases, and railway freight market share and 
volume decreases. On contrary, railway freight market share and volume increases. It is obvious that 
railway freight volume changes with other transport modes in the same orientation. That is, the across price 
elastic coefficient of other substitute transport mode is positive. The relation between railway freight 
volume and other transport mode’s price is as figure 3. 
5.3 The relation between railway freight volume and GDP per capita at the point of origin area 
When the GDP per capita at the point of origin area waves, railway freight volume in the area will 
change with it. But different kind of goods’ volume changes different when the GDP per capita waves. 
Some kinds of goods’ volume increase with GDP per capita’s increase at beginning, but reduce when GDP 
per capita increase to a degree. Some kinds of goods’ volume increase with GDP per capita’s increase all 
time. 
6. Conclusion 
According to the analysis of self price elastic of railway transport and across price elastic coefficient 
of other transport mode, we know that:
(1) The price of railway traffic itself has an important effect on its freight volume. The railway 
freight volume will decrease if the traffic price increases. 
(2) In practice, if the lower or higher traffic price is adopted because of some factors without 
economic profit, the freight volume will increase or decrease. 
(3) Railway freight volume changes with the change of other transport modes’ price in the same 
orientation. 
(4) Railway freight volume changes with the change of the GDP per capita in the origin area.  
This text supplies a good theoretical basis for directing the price of transport enterprises in market 
economic conditions, which is suitable for railway freight, passenger traffic and other transportation 
manners as well. 
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